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Unleashing the Power of Solana for Passive Income

Executive Summary

Solvent is engineered on the Solana blockchain to revolutionize passive income in
cryptocurrency. Through automated trading bots and operating a Solana validator node
optimized with Jito's MEV software, Solvent aims to leverage market inefficiencies and
blockchain rewards. This innovative approach ensures consistent returns for $SOLV token
holders and contributes to the robustness of the Solana ecosystem, setting a new standard for
passive income opportunities in the crypto space.

Introduction

The Solvent protocol taps into the high-throughput capabilities of the Solana blockchain with a
dual mechanism strategy. By employing sniper, MEV, and Flash bots in tandem with a strategic
MEV approach through its validator node, Solvent is poised to maximize market opportunities
and blockchain validations. This sophisticated strategy promises a steady income stream to its
community, reinforcing the Solana ecosystem's efficiency and scalability.

Tokenomics

- Ticker: $SOLV
- Maximum Supply: 1,000,000 $SOLV
- Transaction Tax: None
- Distribution:
- Pre-Seed Investors: 30%
- Seed Investors: 25%
- Public Sale: 20%
- Initial LP Pairing: 25%

This balanced distribution model is designed to ensure broad accessibility and long-term
viability of the $SOLV token, with measures in place to deter price manipulation and promote
equitable growth.

Revenue Distribution Model

75% of profits are allocated to $SOLV token holders, underlining our commitment to rewarding
our community with a regular income stream. This distribution is based on daily snapshots of
token holdings to ensure equity and fairness.



The remaining 25% of profits fuel protocol growth and expansion efforts, adapting to market
conditions to ensure resilience and consistent reward flow to token holders.

Roadmap

2024: Establishment and Growth

Q1 2024: Foundation and Development
- Creation of Solvent Protocol: Established foundational documents, and protocol architecture.

- Automated Trading Bot Development: Initiate algorithmic trading bot development focusing on
high-performance strategies.

- Bot Testing and Refinement: Implement comprehensive testing phases for reliability and
performance optimization.

- Market Backtesting and Strategy Refinement: Perform historical data analysis to refine trading
strategies and implement effective market filters.

- Website Development and Deployment: Launch an informative and user-friendly website
detailing protocol mechanics, $SOLV tokenomics, and presale information.

- $SOLV Token Presale/Fundraising Event: Conduct a presale event to distribute initial tokens
and secure funding for future development.

Q2 2024: Launch and Initial Growth

- Infrastructure Deployment: Deploy Validator infrastructure.

- Initial Marketing Campaign: Execute targeted marketing campaigns to build brand awareness
and attract early users.

- Token Generation Event (TGE): Public launch of the $SOLV token on the Solana blockchain.

- Staking to Validator Implementation: Enable 0% commission $SOL staking to validators,
offering rewards and enhancing network security.

- Trading Strategy Refinement and Addition: Continuously improve and diversify trading
strategies for optimal performance.

- MeV and Flash Bot Development and Testing:
Begin the development and testing phases for Maximal Extractable Value (MeV) trading bot
and Flash Bot.



Q3 2024: Expansion and Optimization

- Further Infrastructure Deployment: Scale infrastructure to support an expanding user base and
increased trading activity.

- MeV Bot/Flash Bot Deployment: Integrate and deploy the MeV and Flash Bot trading bots
within the protocol’s ecosystem.

- Marketing Push: Intensify marketing efforts to capture a larger market share and educate
potential users on the protocol's benefits.

Q4 2024: Staking Fee Implementation

- Incremental Staking Fee: Implement a 2% staking fee on validator earnings, introducing a
sustainable revenue model for the protocol.

2025: Scaling and Maturation

Q1 2025
- Increase Staking Fee to 4%: Adjust the staking fee to 4%, in line with the protocol's value
proposition and growth trajectory.

Q2 2025
- Increase Staking Fee to 6%: Further increment the staking fee to 6%, supporting continued
protocol development and dividend distribution.

Q3 2025
- Increase Staking Fee to 8%: Elevate the staking fee to 8%, reflecting the protocol's maturation
and operational efficiency.

Q4 2025
- Increase Staking Fee to 10%: Achieve fee parity with current operators by adjusting the
staking fee to 10%, standardizing the fee structure within the ecosystem.

Validator Node Strategy

Our validator node strategy focuses on maximizing trading efficiency and sustaining protocol
operations through innovative technology and strategic partnerships. This sets Solvent apart in
block validations and MEV rewards, with a phased introduction of management fees to support
steady income generation.

Protocol Differentiators



Solvent combines high-frequency trading efficiency with strategic blockchain engagement,
delivering unmatched passive income opportunities. This unique blend ensures a consistent
revenue stream for token holders and solidifies Solana's network efficiency.

Invitation to Participate

We invite you to join Solvent in redefining passive income in cryptocurrency. Your investment in
$SOLV supports not just financial growth but also the fortification of the Solana ecosystem.
While mindful of the inherent risks, we're committed to transparency and rigorous risk
management on this revolutionary journey.

Conclusion

Solvent is at the forefront of transforming passive income in the cryptocurrency market. Our
commitment to security, alongside strategic profit distribution, positions us as leaders in this
evolutionary step. Join us in this pioneering movement towards sustainable,
blockchain-powered passive income.

For further information please checkout our website and socials.

Website: https://solvent.app/
Twitter/X: https://x.com/SolventOnSol
Telegram: https://t.me/solventapp
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